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Abstract：Augmented Reality is a new technology which can combine the real world 

information with the virtual world information seamless. In order to increase the sense 

of immersion and interactivity, thereby improving agricultural information service 

capabilities and expanding the exchange of seed industry exhibition and promotion 

capabilities, this paper provides a kind of interactive method to simulate the plant 

growth. Based on the target tracking localization algorithm of ARToolkit, through the 

relative distance positioning two rectangular markers, corresponding to different plant 

growth development period, the method can interact to realize the control of virtual 

objects, such as translation, rotation and zoom.  

The experimental results show that the method can simulate the true process of the 

wheat plant growth, that can simulate different kinds of virtual wheats. The method has 

a good compatibility, low requirement on the hardware, stable capability, better 

expansibility and transferability.  

Keywords: ARToolkit; augmented reality; simulate; plants  

1 Introduction  

Augmented reality is a new technology that combines the virtual objects with the real world, so 

the technology can construct the combination of the interactive 3D scene. With the help of 

computer and visualization technology , augmented reality can add the application of the virtual 

information to the real world , and superimpose the real environment and virtual objects on the 

same picture or the same space in real time[1].In order to present the user with a true sensory 

effects of the new environment, so as to realize the enhancement of the real world. This paper uses 

the ARToolkit tool develops augmented reality application, and simulates the real situation of 

wheat plant growth in the unity3d engine platform.  

2 Materials and method  
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2.1 ARToolkit technology architecture  

Through the computer vision technology, ARToolkit compute the relative position of the 

rectangular marker that captured by the camera, in order to track and position the rectangular 

marker. The ARToolkit analysis the region of the connected and computes the image matching 

values. When the match is successful, the ARToolkit can compute the position of the rectangular 

marker, and so overlay of the virtual three-dimensional objects[2]. The basic process of ARToolkit 

system as shown in Fig.1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig.1. Basic process of ARToolkit system 

 

2.2 ARToolkit coordinate system  

The main problem of the augmented reality system is the matrix transformation between the world 

marker coordinates system and the camera coordinates system. Based on visual registration 

technology, the ARToolkit can tracking and positioning for the marker, so as to complete 

corresponding matrix of coordinate system transformation[3].  

According to the basic theory of computer vision, set the real world marker coordinate 

system is (XM,YM,ZM)
T
,the camera coordinate system is (XC,YC,ZC)

T
,The camera change matrix is 

TCM , The camera rotation and translation transformation is R and T. And R is 3 * 3 orthogonal 

matrix[4], T is The three dimensional bit vector, the ARToolkit coordinate system structure as 

shown in Fig.2, The relationship between the camera coordinate system and the real world marker 

as shown in formula (1).  
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Fig.2.  ARToolkit coordinate system 

 

Set screen coordinate system is (X1,Y1)
T
, S is the camera internal parameters, the internal 

parameters has been given in the ARToolkit system, the internal parameters is initialized after 

application startup, and the internal parameters can be modified by the developer in the library 

function. H says at some point[5], f is the focal length, s slope coefficient, usually take 0, a is the 

longitudinal width ratio of the pixels, the camera coordinate system and the screen to see 

formula(2) shows,and the results as shown in formula (3):  
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2.3 Maya 3-D modeling  

The maya function is flexible operation, high production efficiency, highly realistic rendering. 

Bone is a joint structure, it can be animated and positioning has been skinned deformable objects, 

the skeleton of wheat as shown in Fig.3(a)and the local wheat skeleton ad shown in Fig.3(b). Once 

established the skeletal, smooth skin and body skin can be used for character building skin. The 

user can make objects become joint and skeletal sub objects, and use the skeleton to control the 

movement of objects,the process as shown inFig.4[6]. 
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(a) Skeleton of wheat Figure                  (b) Local wheat skeleton 

Fig.3. Skeleton of wheat Figure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4. Bone control growth process 

2.4 Target marker production 

Before using ARToolkit developing augmented reality system, it is necessary to make and plant 

model corresponding marker image, while the system is based on these marker images to match 

the corresponding plants, so as to complete the virtual scene of the stack. ARToolkit provide 

standard template is one with a black border around the square, according to the need to the white 

area to add custom graphics, to make a different marker image[7]. Put the marker image on 

camera capture range, by training, generate patt file types that can be identified and analyzed by 

the system. As shown in Fig.5 for the production of the trigger graph. As shown in Fig.6 for the 

production of wheat plant target marking graph.  
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Fig.5. The trigger graph                             Fig.6. The wheat grahp  

2.5 Interactive simulation  

In order to improve the system of interactive and immersive, in this paper, by controlling the 

relative distance of target recognition, the system simulate the growth of wheat plants model . 

Camera by capturing the relative distance between the two identify images, the distance of the 

equipment corresponds to the wheat growth and development stage. Through the matrix 

transformation ,the relative distance in the real world is converted into three-dimensional relative 

distance in three-dimensional coordinate system ,which can reflect the topology of the wheat, and 

control the process of virtual wheat growth. In the system , we set the relative distance as the 

initial value of 0, wheats will remain zero growth. With relative distance increases, the wheats will 

be the growth of the real time, gradually from the initial state of plants develop into mature model 

of wheat plants.  

2.6 The interactive user interface  

In the interactive interface of the system,when the camera to capture images of two markers, 

wheat plants will automatically play audio commentary, and endowed with text description. In the 

interface, the user can control the volume of voice introduction, and real-time switching system 

interface fullscreen / windowed mode. Through the interface, the system can improve the user 

immersive, and let users interact with the system better.  

3. Results and discussion  



In the Unity3d platform environment, this paper simulates the growing status of wheat. As shown 

in Fig.7, dist =154, the growing status of wheat seeds. As shown in Fig.8, dist =191, the growing 

status of wheat seedling . As shown in Fig.9, dist = 236, the growing status of wheat maturity.  

According to the Fig.9, The frame rate of the system is 51 frames / sec. This method can 

simulate the true process of the wheat plant growth. Moreover, the system runs smoothly and the 

FPS can reache 51 frames /sec, so that the system consumes less IT resources, and the operation is 

simple. 

 

Fig.7. The status of seeds 

 

Fig.8. The status of seedling 



 

Fig.9. The status of maturity 

4. Conclusions  

Based ARToolkit augmented reality, this paper implements the wheat plant growth process and 

important period in character. The experimental results show that the method can be a very good 

simulation of the wheat plant growth process, through simple and friendly interactive multi-touch, 

users can easily control the plant growth process. System has good operability, users use the 

intuitive and lively, the result is accurate, stable and suitable for new wheat varieties in the 

exhibition hall, the popular science exhibition display and exhibition, etc.  
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